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We are a private club located in scenic Halifax County Virginia. Our facility includes shooting ranges
for skeet, trap, pistol, and rifle. The club generally holds four registered skeet shoots annually.
Halifax Gun Club - Home
ShootersPages is your resource for accurate calendars of events for sporting clays, skeet, trap,
fitasc, 5 stand.
SHOOTERSPAGES, SHOOTERSPAGETX, Sporting Clays, Skeet ...
Click on the following links to view the upcoming clay target shooting competitions to be held at the
Frankston Australian Clay Target Club.. For further information please visit the Facebook Page or
contact us on (03) 9782 1626, email factcsecretary@gmail.com. FACTC Newsletters
2019 Shoot Programs | Frankston Australia Clay Target Club
The Hillsboro Trap and Skeet Club offers a fun, safe, enjoyable environment for trap and skeet
shooting. We have 3 directors, Tony Terry, Al Marshall and Scott Julian that are now certified NRA
instructors.
Hillsboro Trap & Skeet Club - Home Page
Olympic Skeet is a variant of skeet shooting, and the specific variant used in the Olympic
Games.Two throwing machines at different heights launch a series of 25 targets in a specific order,
some as singles and some as doubles, with the shooter having a fixed position between them.
Men's competitions consist of five such series, while women's have three.
ISSF Olympic skeet - Wikipedia
The Mt. Airy Chapter of the IWLA is a wildlife conservation and shooting club, with a 10 position trap
range, an 18 position archery range (in the woods), a 100 yard rimfire range, a 25, 50, 100, 200, and
300 yard big bore range, and a 25 yard pistol range.
Izaak Walton League of America | Mount Airy Chapter
Clay pigeon shooting, also known as clay target shooting, and formally known as Inanimate Bird
Shooting, is the art of shooting a firearm at special flying targets, known as clay pigeons or clay
targets.. The terminology commonly used by clay shooters often relates to times past, when
live-pigeon competitions were held. Although such competitions were made illegal in the United
Kingdom in 1921 ...
Clay pigeon shooting - Wikipedia
OJAI VALLEY GUN CLUB â€” ROSE VALLEY RANGE NOVEMBER 2017 All scheduled events
open to the public. Clinics may require pre-registration. NEXT MONTH
OJAI VALLEY GUN CLUB â€” ROSE VALLEY RANGE
20 Gauge, Low Pressure Recipes By Tom Cerettos I recently received an email from Vernon asking
for some 20 gauge, low pressure, recipes in Remington STS cases using
20 Gauge, Low Pressure Recipes - NSSA-NSCA â€“ National ...
Dates, Names, Additions or Deletions of Shoots, and or Modifications are Subject to Change at the
Discretion of Silver Dollar Management. * Non Registered Shoots
2018-2019 Shoot Dates â€“ Silver Dollar Trap
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March 14 2019 â€“ Again massive flooding at the range. This time we are prepared and the
emergency plan was put into effect. A HUGE thanks to the following members came out at very
short notice to sand bag the trap houses and prepare the flood defenses.
Van Dyne Sportsmens Club | Trap, Skeet, and Sporting Clays
uxbridge shooting sports is one of ontario's premier clubs for the safe enjoyment of the clay target
sports. ontario's premier club since 1949
Uxbridge Shooting Sports - Home
Beretta Competition Guns your shortest route from shooting station to victory stand. For every
shooter who has ever dreamed about going 400x400 in a national tournament or who just wants to
shoot a round or two over the weekend - there is a Beretta Skeet, Trap or Sporting gun ready to do
the job ...
Clay Shooting: Competition Shotguns for Skeet, Trap & Clay ...
Victorian Clay Target Clubs Click on a Club's name to go to the2019 Program and Contact Details
for that Club. Alternatively, scroll down to view the
Victorian Clay Target Clubs Click on a Club 2019 Program ...
The NSCA offers several tools to help you plan your shoot schedule, including an interactive Search
tool and a downloadable shoot database in both Excel and .PDF formats.
Shoot Search - NSSA-NSCA
Welcome to the Chippewa County Shooting Association. The CCSA hosts events of all kinds
throughout spring, summer, and autumn, including CPL and Hunter Safety classes, Ladies' Day,
Youth Day, a turkey shoot, trap shooting, archery, cowboy shoots, a gun show, IDPA matches,
sight-in days, and more for residents of the eastern Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
Chippewa County Shooting Association
CNSCA. 1 month ago. CNSCA. I really like Sporting Clays. In fact I prefer it to all other disciplines.
But I think if you really want a fair, competitive playing field to determine the best shooter, then
FITASC is the best discipline to use as a measuring stick.
Canadian National Sporting Clays Association
BESA is accepting new members interested in participating in our events, and maintaining this
facility. The applicant must be sponsored by an existing member.
Membership
The Internet's Best Resource for Shotgun Information. So your problem is getting cheek slapped.
This is probably due to the pitch of the gun creating an angle on your shoulder that causes the recoil
to lever the gun muzzle up rather that letting it drive straight back into your shoulder.
Shotgunworld.com â€¢ what makes a trap gun shoot high
SKEET & TRAP The Skeet, Trap & 5 Stand Sporting Clay fields are open every Saturday and
Sunday from 12:00 noon until 5:00 PM, (with the exception of clean up day on the last Sunday of the
month, range may not open until 1:00 PM, please come out and help with the chapter clean up).
There may be adjusted hours in December during our Christmas Tree sales.
Wildlife Achievement Chapter, Inc. by Chuckaroo
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